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Aurora Energy Submission to the Department of Treasury and Finance 

Review of the Tasmanian Wholesale Electricity Market Regulatory Pricing Framework 

Responses to Consultation Questions 

1. Operation of the current regulatory framework for wholesale pricing

a. Is the current regulatory framework for wholesale pricing (the WCRI) operating as intended?

i) Does the WCRI help to ensure that wholesale market risk in Tasmania is less or equal to the

wholesale market risk in other NEM regions?

Retailers use forward contracts provided through the WCRI to manage the risks of the Tasmanian 

wholesale spot market, which is linked to the Victorian spot market by virtue of the physical Basslink 

interconnection. Importantly, the WCRI’s link to the Victorian market ensures that forward contract 

prices reflect the underlying market risk that Tasmanian retailers manage.  

Given this linkage, it is essential that the forward contract outcomes provided by the WCRI represent 

wholesale market risk that is commensurate with other National Electricity Market (NEM) regions 

and therefore allows Tasmanian retailers to adopt a similar wholesale risk management model as 

applied by retailers in other NEM jurisdictions. 

The original design principles used by the Tasmanian Government to develop the wholesale 

electricity regulatory framework were intended to allocate risks appropriately across the Tasmanian 

electricity supply chain. Aurora Energy’s assessment is that the WCRI has achieved the outcomes 

outlined within the design principles. A summary of this assessment is provided in Table 1. 

Table 1: Aurora Energy’s Assessment of the Wholesale Contract Regulatory Instrument 

WCRI Design Principles Aurora Energy’s Assessment of Performance 

Provide market participants sufficient 

confidence to manage wholesale risks 

appropriately. 

 

Provides a transparent and market-based

framework for setting wholesale forward contract

prices.

Ensure that the risks of operating in 

Tasmania are no greater than those in 

other NEM jurisdictions. 

 

Addressed the wholesale monopoly in Tasmania by

enabling retailer access to wholesale forward

contract products and prices reflective of a

competitive wholesale market.

Has resulted in observable forward contract prices

for wholesale electricity, as in other NEM

jurisdictions.

Allows retailers to progressively purchase wholesale

contracts to manage their risk.

Allow participants to manage wholesale risk 

using similar business models to those used 

in other NEM jurisdictions. 

 

Not unduly constrain Tasmania’s ability to 

maximise carbon value accessed through 

Basslink. 

 

Linkage to the Victorian contract market reflects the

physical market dynamic between Tasmania and

Victoria.

Recognise the interaction between the spot 

and contract markets and avoids creating 

unintended incentives or consequences. 

 

Wholesale contract prices have moved consistent

with the physical spot market risks, allowing

retailers to effectively manage market risk.

Sufficient liquidity in unregulated forward contract

market.
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ii) Does the WCRI provide sufficient confidence and certainty to current and potential new

electricity retailers in Tasmania?

The current wholesale regulatory contract framework does provide sufficient confidence and 

certainty to retailers in Tasmania. Confidence and certainty in the WCRI is provided by both its 

methodology and its enduring nature over time. 

The WCRI’s methodology makes available appropriate contract product types, contract terms and 

sufficient contract volume relative to retailers customer load. By way of its linkage to the Victorian 

forward contract market the contract price outcomes derived are predominantly market-based and 

the result of a transparent model. Based on this, the WCRI provides retailers with the ability to use 

market information to confidently manage wholesale market risk. It is important to note that the 

WCRI has proven to be enduring, allowing retailers to operate under a range of market conditions 

since the WCRI’s inception, including during the 2015-16 energy supply event.  

The effectiveness of the WCRI is also demonstrated by the liquidity of the current unregulated 

forward contract market, for which the WCRI forms a robust basis. As a result, Aurora Energy 

facilitates the majority of its wholesale transactions through the unregulated forward contract 

market rather than through regulated products. Should changes be made to the WCRI that interrupt 

the relationship to the underlying spot market risk, Aurora Energy expects the effectiveness of the 

unregulated forward contract market would also be undermined. 

Aurora Energy contends that there would be an erosion of retailers’ confidence in the WCRI should it 

be materially changed. This is particularly important given the heightened uncertainty associated 

with the current NEM reform agenda. 

Whilst the mechanics and structure of the Instrument provide sufficient confidence and certainty to 

retailers, it is worth noting that constant review and refinement of it does not. The Instrument has 

been reviewed three times since its inception, with the most recent review conducted in 2017 with 

no material issues raised by market participants. Continual review and ongoing speculation of the 

Instrument’s effectiveness diminishes the confidence of market participants or potential new market 

participants as certainty in the framework is important. 
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iii) Does the WCRI contribute to lower contract electricity prices than would occur if wholesale

prices were unregulated?

The WCRI has contributed to lower contract electricity prices than would have occurred if wholesale 

prices were not regulated in this way. This can be demonstrated by observing the relativity between 

the Tasmanian spot price and the forward contract price that is passed on to customers, provided in 

Figure 1. Note the WCRI was introduced on 1 January 2014.  

Figure 1: Prices for small and large customers relative to Tasmanian spot market prices 

As illustrated, the operation of the WCRI from 1 January 2014 has resulted in the price paid by 

customers being more closely aligned to spot prices that ultimately reflect the risk that retailers 

manage. The WCRI has therefore contributed to more effective wholesale risk management in 

Tasmania compared to previous arrangements. Primarily, this has been achieved through the WCRI 

creating a relationship between spot and forward contract prices. 

v) Does the WCRI help Tasmanian consumer’s access affordable energy at competitive and

predictable prices?

With respect to the competitiveness and predictability of WCRI price outcomes, a qualitative 

assessment of this can be made by considering the reasonableness of Tasmanian forward contract 

prices relative to Victoria. Figure 2 illustrates that Tasmanian prices have generally remained 

correlated. However due to increases in Victorian capacity prices (which are removed in the WCRI 

methodology), Tasmanian wholesale energy prices have become more favourable compared with 

Victoria over 2016-17. This is reflective of Tasmania being less capacity constrained compared to 

Victoria following the closure of the Hazelwood power plant in March 2017. This demonstrates the 

WCRI has derived price outcomes that reasonably reflect market outcomes and therefore results in 

forward contract prices that can be considered competitive and appropriately predictable. 
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Figure 2: Forward Contract Prices – Tasmania vs Victoria Financial Year 2018 

vii) Are circumstances in the current wholesale electricity market substantially different to when

the current regulatory framework was introduced in January 2014? If so, does this difference

impact the current effectiveness of the WCRI?

The NEM is undergoing a transition to low emissions generation sources that is disrupting the 

existing trends in supply and demand. Examples of disruption are the early closure of the Victorian 

Hazelwood power station in March 2017 and the supply blackout in South Australia in September 

2016. This market disruption has resulted in wholesale electricity price increases and volatility in the 

last 18 months and materially increased retailers’ spot market risk. 

Locally, Tasmania experienced an energy supply event in the summer of 2015-16, which was 

precipitated by record low rainfall and the failure of the Basslink interconnector. This event caused 

unprecedented volatility and uncertainty in the Tasmanian market. Since 2014, as a result of the 

withdrawal of generation capacity in other jurisdictions Tasmanian capacity has also been 

increasingly relied upon to support NEM demand through interconnection.  

Despite greater volatility in the national and Tasmanian markets, the WCRI has remained effective 

and continued to provide the appropriate means for retailers to manage wholesale risk. It has done 

so by virtue of certainty, transparency and the WCRI’s alignment to market risk by maintaining the 

relationship between spot and forward contract prices. 

In response to the wholesale market volatility, the regulatory and policy settings of the NEM are 

the subject to a reform agenda designed to support low-emission and reliable electricity supply at 

least cost. In particular, the proposed National Energy Guarantee is likely to utilise forward financial 

contracts market as a mechanism for achieving market reform objectives. It is likely that the WCRI 

will need to be amended to reflect these reforms. Aurora Energy asserts that there is benefit in 

retaining the current wholesale electricity regulatory framework until the potential impacts of the 

national reforms are known and considered.  
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It is important to note that wholesale market conditions are expected to moderate in the short to 

medium term.  As provided in Figure 3, forward contract prices for calendar years 2019 and 2020 

are significantly lower than current contract prices. In this context, any changes to the WCRI to 

cater for wholesale price outcomes in the current market conditions may have unintended 

consequences in the future and may unnecessarily increase wholesale market risks for retailers. 

Figure 3: Calendar Year 2018, 2019 and 2020 Tasmanian and Victorian Forward Contract Prices 

viii) How does the WCRI contribute to wholesale price certainty and stability during unexpected

events such as unseasonably dry conditions or a Basslink outage?

In a monopoly wholesale electricity market, it is very important that retailers have continued access 

to forward contracts even in unexpected or extreme circumstances. This will limit retailers’ exposure 

to unmanageable risk and ensure continuity of retail customer contract offerings at reasonable 

prices. The WCRI appropriately provides retailers the opportunity to manage risk in these 

circumstances. 

A relevant example is the 2015-16 energy supply event in Tasmania. The WCRI operated effectively 

during these circumstances, allowing Aurora Energy to continue to retail through the period without 

being significantly impacted. It did this by ensuring that regulated wholesale price outcomes that 

were stable and certain relative to the unregulated products in the same period, as illustrated in 

Figure 4.  
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Figure 4: Regulated and Unregulated Forward Contract Prices during the Energy Supply Event 

ix) Is the operation of the WCRI sufficiently transparent to market participants?

The WCRI methodology and forward contract outcomes are sufficiently transparent. 

The wholesale electricity regulated framework provides retailers with full transparency of the WCRI 

methodology, including the financial model used to calculate forward contract prices and the 

underlying inputs. This allows retailers to make informed decisions, forecast WCRI outcomes and test 

sensitivities to WCRI inputs. Due to the market linkage of the WCRI, retailers can also use general 

market information to reasonably forecast WCRI outcomes. 

This level of transparency provides retailers with confidence to manage wholesale electricity risk in 

the Tasmanian market. 

b. Is the current regulatory framework producing any sub-optimal outcomes or unintended

negative consequences?

ii) Does the WCRI impose significant regulatory compliance costs on electricity generators and /

or retailers that result in higher electricity prices for end-users?

The WCRI does not impose significant regulatory compliance costs on Aurora Energy. 
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2. Potential improvements and alternative regulatory pricing frameworks

a. What improvements could be made to the current regulatory pricing framework?

i) What changes could be made to the current framework to lessen the impact of mainland

wholesale price volatility on wholesale prices in Tasmania and what would the consequences

be for market participants, including their long run sustainability?

Aurora Energy does not propose any changes to the WCRI to lessen the impact of mainland 

wholesale price volatility. If any intervention is contemplated by the Government to manage 

wholesale price volatility, this should occur outside of the wholesale market regulatory pricing 

framework. Potential consequences of changes to the market alignment of the WCRI are provided 

in the Section 3 of this Submission. 

ii) What changes could be made to the current framework to help Tasmanian consumers access

lower priced electricity and what would the consequence be for market participants,

including their long run sustainability?

The WCRI’s price outcomes are subject to market conditions in the NEM, based on the linkage to the 

Victorian forward contract market. In the last 18 months, wholesale prices have increased and 

become more volatile based on market conditions in the NEM, which has created significant upward 

pressure on retail prices. 

Aurora Energy acknowledges that relatively higher customer price outcomes and associated 

affordability issues is a key policy consideration for the Tasmanian State Government. Should the 

Government seek to address this policy issue, this is best managed outside of the wholesale market 

regulatory pricing framework. Changes to the WCRI to achieve Government Policy price outcomes, 

that do not appropriately recognise the interaction between the spot and forward contract markets, 

will fundamentally compromise the ability of retailers to manage wholesale electricity market risk. 

Notwithstanding the above, Aurora Energy considers that changes to some non-market related 

inputs may reduce WCRI price outcomes without increasing risk to retailers. The WCRI 

methodology recognises that Tasmania has fewer capacity constraints than Victoria. It sets cap 

prices at the long-run marginal cost of new entrant generation rather than linking directly to 

Victorian cap prices. 

The long-run marginal cost of new entrant generation is calculated using input cost assumptions 

and an assumed year for the generation to be built. The year of build is either: 

the year identified in the AEMO statement of opportunities in which a new build is needed to

maintain electricity grid reliability; or

10 years after the most recent statement of opportunities published by AEMO.

Since the introduction of the WCRI, there has been no material change in Tasmanian demand and 

AEMO has not identified a need for new generation in Tasmania. Aurora Energy suggests 

investigating the extension of the current assumed 10 year requirement for new generation. The 

methodology used for the calculation of the Net System Load Profile contract prices under the 

WRCI includes a high proportion of cap products. As such a change that reduced the cap price 

would moderate the wholesale electricity price calculated under the current WCRI whilst not 

undermining the relationship between contract and spot markets. This therefore presents the same 

wholesale market risk profile for retailers as the current WCRI. 
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iii) What changes could be made to the current framework to lower wholesale market risk and

improve confidence and certainty for current or potential new electricity retailers in

Tasmania and what would the consequences be for market participants, including their long

run sustainability?

As outlined in Section 1 of this submission, the current wholesale regulatory contract framework 

does provide sufficient confidence and certainty to retailers.  

Notwithstanding the above, Aurora Energy has identified two specific WCRI improvements that will 

lower wholesale market risk and improve confidence and certainty for retailers in Tasmania. These 

improvements relate to the volume of load offered under the WCRI on a weekly basis and will allow 

retailers to better align their forward contract position with customer contracting.     

Absolute Minimum Capacity Offer Volumes (MW) 

The Tasmanian Economic Regulator (TER) currently sets the input for ‘Absolute Minimum Capacity 

Offer Volumes (MW)’.  Volumes under the WCRI are also restricted by energy so that certain weeks 

transacted volumes can be materially lower than the Absolute Minimum Capacity Offer Volumes 

inputs. This reduction more often occurs close to the commencement of the next quarter and also 

at a time when retail customers are most likely to be renewing contracts, both of which amplify a 

retailer’s need to acquire contract volumes.  

From a retailer’s perspective, the desired model would be to have the volume quantities floored to 

the TER set inputs for a short period (say 3 weeks) and only apply this rule to the next quarter. By 

way of example, for the pricing period Q118 on the dates of 12, 19 and 22 December 2017, the 

regulated price offerings in those weeks would have the volumes for Q118 floored at TER set inputs 

of 4.5MW. This would enable retailers to procure contracts at a volume consistent with retail 

contracts when it is needed most. Aurora Energy deems this would benefit customers, as surety of 

contract availability will reduce risk and improve customer pricing.  

Catch-up Volumes 

Catch-up volumes are effectively negligible when a generator trading halt occurs and clause 17f of 

the WCRI is applied. The original catch-up volume methodology was designed for future quarters 

(where insufficient Victorian open interest is more likely), where there is adequate time allowed for 

small catch-up volumes to apply each week. For weeks in which Hydro Tasmania have instigated a 

trading halt and do not offer prices for the next quarter, the current catch-up provisions do not 

allow retailers to acquire the required contract volumes. Additionally, once a quarter commences, 

no further contracts can be acquired through the WCRI irrespective of catch-up volumes calculated 

to date. 

Examples of this occurring are 30 May 2017 and 6 June 2017. These two weeks of missed regulated 

price offerings resulted in catch-up volumes for Q317 in the subsequent three weeks of price 

offerings (14, 20 and 27 June 2017). At most, these catch-up volumes amounted to 0.87MW, 

0.78MW and 0.73MW respectively and before scaling rules applied. Using the 23 May 2017 WCRI 

model as a proxy, it would be expected that the two missed weeks’ offerings would have each been 

around 3.7MW for Q317. 

Aurora Energy recommends that where clause 17f of the WCRI applies, an equivalent price and 

volume offer is made available (for the next quarter only) once normal price offerings resume and 

that these are available even if the next quarter has already commenced. 

These suggested changes are consistent with the design intent of the WCRI for retailers to 

appropriately manage wholesale risk and not negatively impact on the sustainability of any 

wholesale participants. 
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3. Potential market impacts of changes to the regulatory pricing framework

a. What impacts would any changes to the current regulatory framework, or the introduction

of an alternative framework have on:

i) The stability of the Tasmanian electricity market, its integration with the National Electricity

Market (NEM) and the confidence of current and potential new market participants?

As outlined in Section 2 of this Submission, Aurora Energy does not propose any changes to the WCRI 

to lessen the impact of mainland wholesale price volatility.  

The physical Basslink interconnection creates a link between Tasmanian and Victorian spot prices. 

This alignment has been tightened as Tasmanian capacity is increasingly relied upon to support 

Victorian demand through exports subsequent to the withdrawal of capacity through the closure of 

Hazelwood power station in March 2017.  

As outlined previously, the market based methodology of the WCRI is necessary for retailers to 

appropriately manage wholesale market risk. The result of this is that WCRI price outcomes are also 

market based. It is not possible to use the WCRI to both promote a well-functioning regulated 

wholesale market and achieve wholesale price outcomes that are arbitrarily set to achieve policy 

objectives such as affordability. 

Aurora Energy would be concerned about an increase in Contract For Difference (CFD) risk that 

would arise if the relationship between spot and forward contract prices is interrupted. If a generator 

is required to offer contract prices below the spot price, it is likely that they will restrict the volumes 

of contracts they sell to manage their exposure to CFD risk (this occurred when Hydro Tasmania 

capped the Financial Year 2017-18 price). If the volume is not restricted, retailers can take advantage 

of low priced contracts knowing they are more likely to make a windfall gain on the CFD when the 

spot price outcome is higher. The options available to retailers to manage risks resulting from 

generator volume restrictions are limited. Retailers will choose to either: 

reduce or limit their participation in the retail market as they are unable to acquire sufficient

volumes of forward contracts to back retail customer load; or

seek alternative unregulated contract products that generators are willing to provide as they

limit the exposure of generators to CFD risk. These unregulated contract products will have a

higher price and this will result in higher prices to customers.

In order to uphold the confidence of current and potential new retailers operating in Tasmania, 

Aurora Energy strongly recommends that the linkage to the Victorian forward contract market be 

maintained.  

iii) Wholesale and retail competition in Tasmania and the mainland states?

A reduction in the certainty, transparency or market alignment in the WCRI is highly likely to 

impede any future expansion of retail competition in Tasmania.  

Retail competition has continued in the large customer segment and is expanding in to the small 

business customer segment. While competition has not emerged in the residential customer 

segment in Tasmania, it is likely this is not a result of the wholesale regulatory arrangements, but 

predominantly due to the relatively small size of the Tasmanian customer base.  
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b. What would be the potential impacts on existing contractual arrangements between Hydro

Tasmania and electricity retailers in Tasmania?

i) How are existing contracts structured? What proportion of estimated supply required for the

next three years is already contracted?

Aurora Energy enters into contracts to manage wholesale energy risk for small and medium sized 

customers for up to three years into the future. 

Significant changes to the wholesale regulatory framework would impact the value of these forward 

contract positions for all market participants and create a risk of significant financial loss. Should any 

changes to the WCRI occur, it would be very important to consider methods to manage this risk 

through transitional arrangements. 

c. How could any potential changes to the regulatory framework be introduced as smoothly as

possible to limit any undesired consequences?

i) If reforms were phased in, over what period of time would this need to occur and why?

Any changes to the regulatory framework would need to take into consideration current forward 

contract position. A three year transition period would be required. The operation of the transitional 

arrangements would also need to be carefully considered to minimise the opportunity to arbitrage 

between the current and new wholesale regulatory instruments. 

ii) Given the current scrutiny on the operation of the NEM, how should reforms to the

Tasmanian wholesale pricing framework best incorporate the outcomes of any current or

possible future reviews?

As previously outlined, the proposed National Energy Guarantee is likely to utilise forward financial 

contracts market as the mechanism for achieving market reform objectives. It is likely that the 

WCRI will need to be amended to reflect these reforms. Aurora Energy asserts that there is benefit 

in retaining the current wholesale electricity regulatory framework until the potential impacts of 

the national reforms are known and considered.  

d. Are there any other transition issues that need to be considered?

Should any changes be made to the WCRI, Aurora Energy suggests that detailed consultation take 

place with all market participants. 


